Abstract-Routing protocols using the Distributed Bellman-Ford (DBF) algorithm converge very slowly to the correct routes when link costs increase, and in the case when a set of link failures results in a network partition, DBF simply fails to converge, a problem which is commonly referred to as the count-to-infinity problem. In this paper, we present the first distance vector routing algorithm MDVA that uses a set of loop-free invariants to prevent the count-to-infinity problem. MDVA, in addition, computes multipaths that are loop-free at every instant. In our earlier work we shows how such loop-free multipaths can be used in traffic load-balancing and minimizing delays, which otherwise are impossible to perform in current single-path routing algorithms [15].
I. INTRODUCTION
Routing protocols construct tables at each node that specify for each destination the next-hop to use for data packet forwarding. It is required that the routing tables computed by them be free of loops when the network is stable. In dynamic environments, a more stringent requirement is that the routing tables be loop-free not only when network is stable but at every instant because, loops even if temporary can rapidly degrade performance. In our recent work [15], we described a load-balancing routing framework to obtain "near-optimal" delays, a key component of which is a fast responsive routing protocol that determines multiple successor choices for packet forwarding such that the routing graphs implied by the routing tables are free of loops even during network transitions. By load-balancing traffic over these multiple next-hop choices, congestion and delays can be significantly reduced. Our goal in this paper is therefore to develop a distance-vector routing algorithm that is suitable for implementing near-optimal routing as described in [15] .
Though routing is a very old problem in computer networks, most of the solutions to date are unsuitable for loadbalancing and implementing the near-optimal framework mentioned above. The widely deployed routing protocol RIP provides only one next-hop choice for each destination and does not prevent temporary loops from forming. Cisco's EIGRP [1] ensures instantaneous loop-freedom but can provide only a single loop-free path to each destination at any given router. The link-state protocol OSPF offers a router multiple choices for packet-forwarding only when those choices offer the minimum distance. When there is fine granularity in link costs metric, as in the case of optimal routing, there is less likelihood that multiple paths with equal distance exist between each source-destination pair, which means the full connectivity of the network is still not used for load-balancing. Also, OSPF and other algorithms based on topology-broadcast (e.g., [13] , [10] ) incur too much communication overhead when link costs change frequently. Also they This work was supported in part by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) under grants F30602-97-1-0291 and N66001-00-1-8942.
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do not provide instantaneous loop-freedom which is desirable especially when on-line link-cost measurement is used.
Several routing algorithms based on distance vectors have been proposed in the literature ([7] , [8] , [9] , [11] , [16] to name a few). However, with the exception of DASM [16] , all of them are single-path algorithms. A few routing algorithms have been proposed that use partial topology information (refer [6] , [12] and the references therein) to eliminate the main limitation of topology-broadcast algorithms; however, these algorithms are not loop-free at every instant. Recently, we introduced MPDA [15] , which is the first routing algorithm based on link-state information that construct multipaths to each destination that are loop-free at every instant. In this paper, we present a new routing algorithm MDVA (Multipath DistanceVector Algorithm), which is the first distance vector algorithm that uses the loop-free invariants introduced in [15] , solves the count-to-infinity problem and computes multipaths to destinations. We provide formal proofs for the safety and liveness properties of MDVA, and compare its performance to other routing algorithms through simulations.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we discuss the main convergence problem facing a typical distance-vector algorithm and outline a solution that addresses those problems. Section III describes MDVA and Section IV provides the correctness proof for the algorithm. A performance comparison through simulations is provided in Section V. Section VI concludes the paper.
II. OVERVIEW OF THE APPROACH

A. Problem Formulation
A computer network is modelled as a graph ¥ be the set of neighbors of node . The problem consists of finding the successor set at each router f or each destination , denoted by ¥ !
, so that when router r eceives a packet for destination , it can forward it to one of the neighbor routers in the successor set . By repeating this process at every router, the packet is expected to reach the destination. If the routing graph , a directed subgraph of , is defined by the directed link set 
. On the other hand, if each has more than one element, then is a directed acyclic graph (DAG), and has greater connectivity than a simple tree and therefore enabling traffic load balancing.
B. Solution Strategy
Given that there are potentially many directed acyclic graphs for a given destination in a graph, a question arises as to which DAG must be used as a routing graph? The routing graph should be uniquely defined and it should be easily computable by a distributed algorithm. The natural choice for routing graph is the one defined by the shortest paths. Accordingly, MDVA defines In Distributed Bellman-Ford (DBF) algorithm, each node r epeatedly executes the equation
for each destination , and every time A changes it reports it to all its neighbors. A known property of DBF is that it always converges, and converges fast when distance to destinations decrease [8] . However, convergence is slow if link-costs increase, and in the extreme case when link failures result in network partitions, DBF never converges. This is the well-known countingto-infinity problem [14] . Intuitively, the count-to-infinity problem results due to "circular" computation of distances; that is, a node computes its distance to destination using a distance communicated by a neighbor, that happens to be the length of the path that passes through the node itself. The node using such a distance is unaware of this because nodes only exchange distance information with no path information.
Circular computation of distances that occur in DBF can be prevented if distance information is propagated along a DAG rooted at a destination. The key idea is that given a DAG, each node computes its distance using distances reported by the "downstream" nodes and reports its distance to "upstream" nodes. This method called diffusing computations was first suggested by Dijkstra et al [4] to ensure termination of distributed computation; a diffusion computation always terminates due to the acyclic ordering of the nodes. DUAL [5] , the algorithm on which EIGRP [1] is based, uses diffusing computations to solve the count-to-infinity problem. Several other distance vector algorithms have been proposed that use diffusing computation to overcome the counting-to-infinity problem of DBF [8] , [9] , [16] . The algorithm suggested by Jaffe and Moss [8] allows nodes to participate in multiple diffusing computation of the same destination and requires use of unbounded counters, for which reason it may not be practical. In contrast, a node in DUAL and DASM [16] participates in only one diffusing computation for any destination at any one time and thus requires only a toggle bit. MDVA presented here follows the later approach.
Two questions arise regarding a diffusing computation: 1. Because there are potentially many DAGs for a given destination, which one should be used for diffusing computation? 2. How should a diffusing computation be performed in a dynamic environment in which the chosen DAG changes with time? The answer to the first question is straightforward: the shortest multipath is the right choice given that computing is our final goal. The second question is not as straightforward. A used for carrying out a diffusing computation can be allowed to change if the following conditions hold: (1) is acyclic at every instant, and (2) 
, is acyclic at every instant @ , the above relations indicate a contradiction. Therefore, circular computation is impossible if the above mentioned conditions are enforced. Notice that we intend to propagate the distances along the shortest-multipath which itself is computed using the distances. This "bootstrap" approach -computing 
The invariant conditions (1) and (2) # is cleared and the cost of the link is set to infinity, after which, for each destination the procedure
is invoked. Similarly, when an adjacent link cost to
is set to the new cost and
is invoked for each destination . When a message is received from neighbor
o f the message. Computing distances to each destination can be performed independently. Hence, in the rest of the description, the working of the algorithm is described with respect to a particular destination . A node can be in ACTIVE or PASSIVE state with respect to a destination a nd is represented by variable
. A node is in ACTIVE state when it is engaged in a diffusing computation and waiting for replies from neighbors. Initially, we assume that all nodes are in PASSIVEstate. As long as link cost decrease, MDVA works identically to DBF and the nodes will remain in PASSIVEstate. This is because the condition on line 9 always fails and lines 17-24 are always executed.
works in such a way that when in PASSIVE state, the condition
always holds, which can be infered from lines 8 and 23. However, if the distance to a destination increases, either because an adjacent link cost changed or a message is received from a neighbor, the condition on line 9 succeeds and the node engages in a diffusing computation. A diffusing computation is initiated by sending query messages to all the neighbors with the best distance A through , and waiting for the neighbors to reply (lines 14-15). If the increase in distance is due to a query from a successor, the neighbor is added to Q ¥ to indicate that it is waiting for a reply so that a reply can be given when the node transits to PAS-SIVE state (lines 11-12) . When all replies are received, the node can be sure that the neighbors have incorporated the distances that the node reported, and is safe to transit to PASSIVE 
IV. CORRECTNESS PROOFS
To prove the correctness of MDVA consider the following two mutually exclusive and exhaustive cases: (1) some link costs change, but the distances to destinations either decrease or remain unchanged (2) some link costs increase, resulting in an increase in distances to some destinations. MDVA works identical to DBF when distances to destinations only decrease and the same proof of DBF applies [2] . To state this formally, assume the network is stable up to time @ a nd all nodes have the correct distances. At time @ , the costs of some links decrease. Since the distances in the tables are such that
MDVA and DBF behave differently, when some link costs increase such that distances between some source-destination pairs increase. In this case, , after which the distances monotonically decrease until they converge to the correct distances. MDVA and DBF, however, differ on how they increase the distances. DBF does it stepby-step in small bounded increments until
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, this leads to the count-to-infinity problem. In contrast, MDVA uses diffusing computations to quickly raise
, after which it functions similar to scenario 1 described above, and the distances converge to the correct values as before. After the end of all diffusing computations MDVA works just like DBF.
In summary, to show that MDVA terminates, it is sufficient to show that: (1) the are loop-free at every instant (Theorem 2), (2) every diffusing computation completes within a finite time (Theorem 3), and (3) there is a finite number of diffusing computations (Theorem 5). Finally, we show that MDVA converges to correct distances when it terminates in Theorem 5.
Theorem 2: For a given destination , the constructed by MDVA is loop-free at every instant.
Proof: The proof is by showing that the LFI conditions are satisfied during every ACTIVE and PASSIVE phase. Let . Then 
, irrespective of whether the node transits to PASSIVE state or continues in the ACTIVE phase, from Eq. (4) we have
In the case that the ACTIVE phase finally ends, we have 
. Thus irrespective of how long the ACTIVE phase continues, the invariant holds between [@¨,
@¨ ®
] . From induction, therefore, the LFI conditions hold at all times. It then follows from Theorem 1 that is loop-free at all times. Theorem 3: Every ACTIVE phase has a finite duration.
Proof: An ACTIVE phase may never end due to either of the two reasons: deadlock or livelock. First we show a deadlock cannot occur. A node that transits to ACTIVE state with respect to a destination sends queries. If the transition is due to a query from a successor, the node defers the reply to this query until it receives the replies to its own queries. Because nodes wait for replies to their queries before replying to a query, there is a possibility of "circular" waits leading to a deadlock. But, this is impossible for the following reasons. First, a node in passive state immediately replies to a query if it does not increase distance to the destination (lines 19). If the query is from a successor that potentially increases A
, and the node is ACTIVE , the query is held until the ACTIVE phase ends (line 28). Because the 's are loop-free at every instant (Theorem 2), a deadlock cannot occur. Thus, a node that issued queries to the neighbors will eventually receive all the replies and transits to PASSIVE state.
A livelock is a situation where a node endlessly has backto-back ACTIVE phases without ever replying to the pending queries from the successors. A livelock cannot occur for the following reasons. An ACTIVE phase transition occurs either because the link-cost of an adjacent link increases or a query from a successor is received that increases A
. But, we know that a query from a successor is blocked if it increases A
. Because links can change only a finite number of times and there is only a finite number of neighbors for each node from which the node can receive queries, the node can only have finite number of back to back active phases. A node eventually sends all pending replies and enters PASSIVE state. A livelock, therefore, cannot occur.
Theorem 4: A node can have only a finite number of ACTIVE phases.
Proof: Assume towards a contradiction that there is a node that does go through an infinite number of PASSIVE to ACTIVE transitions. An active phase transition occurs either because of a query from a successor or a link-cost increase of an adjacent link. Because link costs can change only a finite number of times, the infinite PASSIVE-ACTIVE phase transitions must have been triggered by an infinite number of queries from a neighbor. Let that neighbor be D . Now, by the same argument, D is sending an infinite number of queries because it is receiving an infinite number of queries. But this argument cannot be continued for ever because there is only a finite number of nodes in the network. Because the reply to the neighbor in the successor set causing the phase transition is blocked and the routing graphs are loop-free at every instant (Theorem 2), there must be a node that transits to ACTIVE state only because of adjacent link cost changes. This implies that a link must change its cost infinite number of times -a contradiction of assumption. Therefore, a node cannot have an infinite number of ACTIVE phases. 
, all nodes will converge to the correct distances. That is
. From Theorem 3 and 4, it follows that within a finite time after the last link change, all nodes transit to PASSIVE state and remain in PASSIVE state thereafter. Therefore, let @ § b e the time when the last ACTIVE phase ends in the network. We prove the following.
1.
's monotonically decrease and eventually converge to the correct distances
. Also assume that ³ has only one element. Because
, from which we can infer that either
, it implies that the link cost of
is not yet increased to WT X £ @ ' f via a link-cost change event. When it does, the condition on line 9 becomes true and an ACTIVE state transition is triggered. So all ACTIVE phases have not ended. Similarly, if
, then there is message in transit, which when processed by w ould trigger a PASSIVE-to-ACTIVE transition. This means that the ACTIVE phases have not yet ended. A contradiction of the assumption. Therefore, when ACTIVE phases end
. When ³ has more than one element, each element will be removed from the successor set one after the other without triggering the ACTIVE transition until the last element, when the ACTIVE state transition finally occurs.
Part 2: After every node becomes PASSIVE at time
@ §
, all the messages in transit can only decrease the distances; otherwise, that would result in a transition to ACTIVE state. At this stage MDVA works essentially like DBF and the same proof of DBF applies here. Each time a distance is decreased, the new distance is reported. Because distances cannot decrease forever and are lower bounded by
, the distances will eventually converge to the correct distances S T V £ @f .
V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
The storage complexity is of´£
, as each of the ¥ ! neighbor tables and the main distance table has a size of´£ )¥ )
entries. The computation complexity is the time taken to process a distance vector and it is easy to see that
. The time complexity is the time it takes for the network to converge after a set of linkcost changes in the network and the communication complexity is the amount of message overhead required for propagating a set of link-cost changes. In a dynamic environment, the timing and range of link cost changes occur in complex patterns that are often determined by the traffic on the network, because of which obtaining closed form expressions for time and communication complexity is impossible. An approximate analysis that is provided in [8] for the case in which communication is synchronous throughout the network also apply to MDVA.
We use simulations to compare the control overhead and convergence time of MDVA with that of DBF, MPDA [15] and topology broadcast (TOPB). The main purpose of these simulations is to give some qualitative explanation for the behavior of MDVA. The reason for choosing DBF and TOPB is that DBF is based on vectors of distances and does not use diffusing computations, while TOPB represents an ideal upper bound on performance of the widely used routing protocols OSPF and IS-IS. The reason for choosing MPDA is that it has been shown to be very efficient compared to TOPB, in terms of communication overhead. MDVA achieves loop-freedom through diffusing computations that, in some cases, may span the whole network. In contrast, MPDA uses only neighbor-to-neighbor synchronization. It is interesting to see how convergence times and control message overheads are effected by the synchronization mechanisms. A comparison of several algorithms that does not include MPDA and MDVA is given in [3] .
Simulations are performed on the topology shown in Fig.(2) . The simulator used is an event-driven real-time simulator called CPT . We assume the computation time to be negligible compared to the communication times. The bandwidth and propagation delays of each link are 5MB and 100µ s respectively. In backbone networks, links and nodes are highly reliable and change status much less frequently than link costs which are a function of the traffic on the link. This is particularly true in near-optimal routing of [15] , in which the link costs are periodically measured and reported. For this reason, in this paper we focus on comparing the algorithms in scenarios when multiple link-cost changes occur.
In each experiment, all links are initially set at unit cost and then each link cost is changed by amounts determined by the ¶ We thank Nokia Wireless Routers for allowing us using the C++ Protocol Toolkit be observed in Fig. 3 the average convergence times are best for MDVA. As can be seen in Fig. 4 , the average message loads are also low and only MPDA has lower message overhead. has degraded considerably. This is because of the counting-toinfinity problem, which is does not occur in MDVA. 12. PDF of message overhead. a = O,~= -0.4.
VI. SUMMARY
This paper presented a new distributed distance-vector routing algorithm, MDVA, which is free from the count-to-infinity problem, provides multiple next-hop choices for each destination, and the routing graphs implied by them are always loopfree. The novelty of the algorithm lies in its design around a set of loop-free invariant conditions which ensures instantaneous loop-freedom and correct termination of the protocol. Formal proofs are presented to show MDVA'S convergence, correctness and loop-freedom. Through simulation we have compared it to some currently used routing protocols.
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